Chapter 12
Foundational grids and urban
communities in the Iberian Peninsula
in antiquity and the Middle Ages
Javier Martínez Jiménez

Introduction
Traditional approaches to the study of urbanism have presented gridded settlements
as an instrument of colonising powers: the imposition of a mode of living on a (usually
fictionally) empty landscape, and the power of a centralised state.1 Similarly, any
deviation from the pristine grid can be presented as a decline and fall from a supposed
golden standard.2 While it is true that grid plans show a degree of collective effort
and preliminary planning coordination that often comes hand in hand with a strong
state, the grid is only a starting point for a new settlement. By this I mean that grids
are not necessarily colonial impositions (the grid can appear ‘locally’) and that the
abandonment of grids simply underlines the evolution of the city as a community
and not necessarily a regression in civic values. The grid is a useful starting tool
and can represent the infancy of a city, and while the deviation from the grid does
not represent the maturity of the urban community, it is certainly an experimental
teenage phase.
In this chapter, I will focus on the Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 12.1) in its first two
millennia of urbanism from roughly 800 BC to AD 1200, analysing the role of the grid
as an instrument to establish a new city. This does not always happen in ‘colonial’
contexts. For this I will be following Michael Smith’s analysis of early town planning,3
and anthropological theory on place-based identity;4 I will show that the grid is a
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Haverfield, Ancient Town-Planning; Laurence, ‘Modern ideology’; Stanislawski, ‘The origin’. Cf. King,
Urbanism, Colonialism, 13–31.
Ward-Perkins, ‘Continuists’.
Smith, ‘Form and meaning’.
Lalli, ‘Urban-related identity’; Rapoport, Human Aspects; Smith, ‘Form and meaning’.
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Figure 12.1. Map locating the sites mentioned in the text: triangles = Orientalising foundations;
circles = early Iron Age; diamonds = late Iron Age; pentagons = Roman; dotted circles = early Medieval;
squares = late Medieval (J. Martínez Jiménez).

response to foundational needs, to distribute plots and allow spaces for communal
elements, all of which clearly respond to the needs and expectations of the settlers
for a wide range of cultures, from Iberian to Roman to Visigothic to Islamic. I will also
argue that city dwellers understood their urban environment in ways which went
beyond the grid. From this perspective, the abandonment of foundational layouts
can be better seen as the application of cognitive mapping and social habitus to the
urban fabric rather than the disregard of civic ideals apparently coded in into an
orthogonal plan.

Planning and understanding urban foundations
In his 2007 analytic study on the notions of planning in early cities, Michael
Smith explains that there is a whole spectrum of ways in which to establish
a new foundation that depend on the degree of involvement of the planners,
local limitations and ideas of what urban communities need. This range can be
analysed through two perpendicular axes that represent the opposed weights
of two essential factors that determine the shape of the new city: the degree
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of building coordination and the formality of urban standards and ideals. 5
Urban formality includes the range of elements (buildings, spaces, infrastructure)
which are considered necessary parts of a city, but also the spatial patterns that derive
from urban communal habitus. Urban formality is culture-specific and is the result
of a number of converging elements which range from the type and seasonality of
market systems (weekly markets that require an open space vs commercial streets)
to the nature of the administration (e.g., assemblies need open areas) and even the
form of cult.6 Meanwhile, layout coordination (of building, spaces, streets, etc.) can be
determined by the role of and need for specific buildings, topographical limitations and
vistas. In Roman contexts, for example, we find that urbanity was represented visually
through cities with masonry walls, colonnaded buildings and streets, amphitheatres
and other elements such as aqueducts,7 while their administrative system and the
statue-giving tradition made open spaces (fora) an essential part of cities.8
This analysis underlines the fact that newly founded cities, even those without a
grid, also had a degree of preliminary planning. The use of the Hippodamian grid for
new urban developments is only one way of establishing cities; one that combines a
high degree of both building coordination and urban formality, and even within this
city-planning model there is room for semi-orthogonal grids and loose grids that
only follow two main axes.
But for grids to develop there are other necessary prerequisites. There has to be,
first of all, a minimal mathematical base: the simplest grid can be established just
with a length of string to set a main axis and a basic knowledge of geometry to draw
perpendicular lines at regular intervals.9 A second key element is also the individuality
of the settler as a concept and the understanding that the settler is a citizen with a
role within the community, which normally becomes associated with ownership of
urban and rural allocated plots. In the Mesopotamian tradition, which had enough
mathematical knowledge to do perfect right angles, the distribution of urban spaces
in new foundations was done by granting sectors to groups based on kinship or other
form of collective self-definition, and this did not result in street grids.10
The second part of Smith’s analysis focuses more on the cultural meaning associated
to urban forms, grids included.11 He explains how cities can be understood at three
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Smith, ‘Form and meaning’, 5–25.
Rapoport, Human Aspects, 265–289; but far more variables can be included: type of domestic
architecture and family system, concepts of private and public, ritualised behaviour, etc.
Especially when compared to non-Romans. Frontinus, De aquis (1.16), ‘compare [the aqueducts], if
you will, [to] the idle [otiosas] Pyramids or the useless-though-famous [inertia sed fama], works of the
Greeks!’, although Neo-Assyrian foundations also included aqueducts (Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East,
536). For the representation of Romanitas in depictions of cities, see, Bejarano Osorio, ‘Una ampulla
de vidrio’ and Thill, ‘Civilization under construction’, or look at the Avezzano relief.
Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 243–247.
Orfila Pons, ‘La creación de infraestructuras’, 68.
Stone, ‘Mesopotamian cities’.
Smith, ‘Form and meaning’, 29–36; although much more detailed in Rapoport, Human Aspects.
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levels, in which the layout plays a
major role, underlining the fact that
the urban form at the foundation
represents the cultural values of the
founders and not necessarily those
of their successors centuries after.
One level of understanding
re p re s e n t s t h e c o s m o l o g i c a l
perception of the city. In this sense,
the establishing of a new city
should reflect the ideal concept
of urbanism, but a city could also
represent the values and visions
of the cosmos. Circular cities are a
very clear example of cosmological
ideas imposed on an urban plan, but
rectangular grids can also represent
Figure 12.2. Graph indicating the alignments of main the ideal worldview. Gridded city
axes in Roman grids in Spain, indicating the winter and foundations in the Far East (like
summer solstices and the northern and southern major Kyoto) have been seen under this
lunistices (González García et al., ‘The orientation of light,12 but the scientific and modern
Roman towns’, fig. 5).
rationale of the Victorian period (in
Australia, Canada or Africa) can also
be seen as a higher meaning for colonial grid foundations.13 In the Hellenistic and
Roman traditions, the grid allowed the distribution of plots to individual citizens and
while the alignment of its axes normally responded to local geographical necessities,14
it also could have religious and astrological significance: the quartering of the land
mirrors the quartering of the sky, and axes could be oriented to certain sidereal
ephemerides (Fig. 12.2).15
A second level of understanding is the way the urban community itself understands
its city and how it affects the way town dwellers perceive and define themselves
in relation to their city and as opposed to others.16 By living together in one space
and interacting as groupings within the built environment, the correlation between
memories, feelings and places of a community forms a cognitive map, a mental
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Stavros, Kyoto.
Cf. King, Urbanism, Colonialism, 21–31, but read with caution.
González García and Costa Ferrer, ‘The diachronic study’; Orfila Pons, ‘La creación de infraestructuras’,
65–67.
González García et al., ‘The orientation of Roman towns’; Magli ‘On the orientation’; Orfila Pons et al.,
‘Urbanizar en época romana’; Rykwert, The Idea of a Town, 1–5.
Jenkins, Social Identity, 91–92; Kaymaz, ‘Urban landscapes’; Lalli, ‘Urban-related identity’; Lersch, Der
Aufbau der Charakter, 220–224; Martínez Jiménez, ‘Urban identity’; Rapoport, Human Aspects, 109–142.
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image of the city. As a result,
the more memories a place or
monument accumulates socially,
the more important it becomes in
the cognitive map, which explains
why those spaces that concentrate
social gatherings (ceremonial
spots, market areas, entertainment
buildings, administrative offices)
become defining landmarks for
both the city and its inhabitants.17
It is common, especially in
Hellenistic and Roman gridded
foundations, to focus all the
elements that can potentially
become ‘hot spots’ in communal
cognitive maps around the central
open space, although central
spaces in grids saved for focal
landmarks appear elsewhere: from
royal Assyrian foundations,18 to the
Spanish Laws of Indies,19 and later
medieval settlements.20 These focal Figure 12.3. Flatiron Building, New York City, at the
points, of course, derive partly crossing of Broadway (a diagonal to the grid) and Fifth
from the expectations of the new Avenue (a north–south axis). In a gridded settlement,
settlers, because in a community vistas are limited to the main axes, and only deviations
without a past, the quickest way from the grid allow individual monuments to be singled
to develop shared memories and out (J. Martínez Jiménez).
social cohesion is to provide them
with the elements that they think they need to form a (civic) community. This
centralised focus is a characteristic element in gridded settlements because, due to
their geometry (topography and heights notwithstanding), straight, criss-crossing
streets do not favour vistas towards focal elements or buildings (Fig. 12.3). This
contrasts sharply with the Mesopotamian model, where roads work as axes towards
focal buildings,21 or the nineteenth-century boulevards of many European cities. This
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Rapoport, Human Aspects, 282–284; Rykwert, The Idea of a Town, 188–189.
Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East, 536.
Laws of Indies 7.8.9: ‘And, the royal houses, the council [concejo] or chapter house [cabildo], the customs
office [aduana], and the shipyard [atarazana] shall be built in between the main square and the temple
[=cathedral]’.
As in Wales: Lilley et al., ‘Designs and designers’.
Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East; Stone, ‘Mesopotamian cities’.
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imposition of the grid structure over visual landmarks generates an understanding
of the urban space completely different to that of sites where the development is
axial – a change that would take place in Roman towns during late antiquity.

Grids in the Iberian Peninsula
Focusing now on the Iberian Peninsula, we will see that the grid (loosely defined
and not necessarily perfectly orthogonal) has a long tradition, not always colonial
(understanding the term as an ‘outsider’ foundation; grids also appear in ‘local’
contexts), but always associated with new establishments.
The first urban grids appear in the Iberian Peninsula during the turn from the
Bronze to the Iron Ages (between the ninth and seventh centuries BC), when the first
Phoenician settlements were established.22 These were at first foundations intended
for (permanent) residence, and not simple trading outposts. Sites like Morro de
Mezquitilla (ninth century BC), Cerro del Villar (eight century BC) and Málaga (seventh
century BC) have organised streets with a regular layout. These are not ‘textbook’
grids, nor are the streets perfectly straight, but they have a main axis from which a
handful of perpendicular and (largely) parallel streets are drawn, similar to the grids
that appear in other seemingly later Phoenician foundations like Carthage (eight
century BC) or Motya (sixth century BC).23
During the early Iron Age, grids in organised ‘local’ settlements became more
common.24 Sites like Tejada la Vieja (sixth century BC), within the Phoenician area
of influence, have standardised street widths, packed clays surfaces and a drainage
system.25 Further north along the Mediterranean coast and the Guadalquivir Valley,
in the area associated with the Iberian culture, many sites develop incipient regular
layouts, some of which had perpendicular streets (El Oral, La Hoya, Inestrillas, Puig de
la Nao, Puente Tablas, etc.; Fig. 12.4).26 Many of these settlements were new, green-field
foundations, where the urbanism and the distribution of the plots must have been predesigned, which explains the appearance of a regular grid and, possibly, the existence
of paved streets with rain gutters. The construction of this infrastructure alongside
singular buildings and walls further suggests that there was a civic community behind
the organisation of these foundations, which appears to have gathered dispersed
smaller settlements (synoecism).27 This Iberian region was already bordering with
the Greek colonies of Rhode and Emporion, established by the Phocaeans in the sixth
22
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Aubet, ‘El sistema colonial fenicio’; López Castro, ‘The Iberian Peninsula’; López Castro and Mora
Serrano, ‘Malaka’.
Docter, ‘Residential architecture’, 440; Fumadó Ortega, ‘¿Quién parte y reparte?’; Maraoui Telmini et
al., ‘Defining Punic Carthage’, 123; Herrmann and Sconzo, ‘Planning Punic cities’.
Urbanisation in the Iberian Peninsula, as a whole, cannot anymore be seen as a direct colonial
imposition of Phoenicians, Carthaginians or Greeks, Houten, Civitates Hispaniae, 28–46.
Blázquez Martínez, ‘Últimas aportaciones’, 36–37.
Sáez Romero and García Fernández, ‘Las Hispanias prerromanas’, 55; Ruiz Rodríguez et al., ‘El palacio’.
Gardes, ‘Habitat, sociétés et territoires’.
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Figure 12.4. Typologies of late Iron Age sites, as in Gardes, ‘Habitat, sociétés et territoires’, fig. 3.

century BC. Emporion had two different foci (a palaeopolis and a neapolis), where the
latter was an expansion of the original island settlement which had a rectangular
arrangement.28 The nearby settlement of Ullastret (traditionally interpreted as the
‘local’ response to the Greek presence) is a fortified settlement with a perimetral road
that hugs the walls and a probable internal grid distribution as well.29
28
29

Aquilué, ‘Topografía’, 32–33.
Martí Ortega, ‘L’oppidum’. This settlement (like many others from the Iberian area) are called ‘oppida’
as opposed to cities, simply on the basis of the lack of a real orthogonal urbanism and their ‘local’
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Figure 12.5. Plan of Lucentum, extrapolating rectilinear streets. Based on Mas Guilabert, Olcina
Doménech and Tendero Porras, ‘Lucentum’, fig. 2.

The later Iron Age coincided, in many cases, with the foundation of new settlements
or the reorganisation of previously existing ones on gridded street systems (as it is
the case of Lucentum, Fig. 12.5).30 By this period, ‘local’ settlements in the Iberian
area (that is, the south-eastern half, as opposed to the ‘celtic’ north-west),31 were also
mostly gridded. But it was the arrival of the Romans that had a longer impact (and
a wider expansion) of the street grid as a model for new urban foundations. More
advanced mathematical knowledge and precise surveying equipment (like the groma,
the dioptra or the chorobates),32 enabled Roman surveyors to build straighter streets,
30
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nature, which already highlights the ideology behind the terminology.
Bendala Galán, ‘De Iberia in Hispaniam’, 26.
I use ‘celtic’ in this context with great care. Mostly because it was a term used by the Romans (like
Pliny or Strabo) in their ethnographic descriptions. Cf. Sáez Romero and García Fernández, ‘Las
Hispanias prerromanas’.
Lewis, Surveying Instruments.
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perfectly perpendicular crossings, and long-distance axes to divide the countryside,
as it is known (and visible today) in the territories around Mérida, Elche, Zaragoza,
Tarragona and Braga.33
By the second century AD, the Roman spree of city founding had ended and, with it,
ended the first wave of gridded foundations in the Iberian Peninsula. In fact, from the
late second century onwards, urban development and construction stalled, especially
in secondary nuclei.34 After the fourth century, it is clear that many of these secondary
towns lost their central role and were, in many cases, abandoned in favour of other
more suitable settlements.35 During late antiquity there is a bracket during which the
grid is only temporarily abandoned (further discussed below), emerging again later:
in the Carolingian foundation of L’Esquerda (ninth century),36 and the Asturian semiurban foundation of Oviedo (ninth century),37 but more clearly in the palatial Umayyad
city Madinat al-Zahra and other new suburbs of the capital (mid-tenth century).38 From
then on, the grid becomes standard. The Almohad (thirteenth century) expansion
of Seville over the silted-up river bed,39 and the Christian foundations of Villarreal,
Mondragón, Bilbao (thirteenth century) and Santa Fe (fifteenth century) present
already orthogonal modular grids.40 This tradition would be the one taken later to
the Canary Islands and, from there, to the Indies.41

Deviations from the grid
It is clear that the idea of the grid was shared across the Iberian Peninsula through
the ages, although it was the Roman input that promoted the idea and extended it to
corners that had not been urbanised before. It is also clear that the grid, as a system
to set out a new foundation, was a defining characteristic of newly-founded Iron Age
and Roman settlements where the local topography allowed it. However, we should
not forget that the foundational grids between the third century BC and the second
century AD represented the cultural expectations and values of the founders. We are
prone to see grids as immutable and capable of enduring the passage of time, perhaps
because of modern parallels like most North American cities (even in places like San
Francisco, where the local topography is not necessarily grid-friendly). But deviations
and alterations of the grid do not need to be part of decline and fall narratives: they
33
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Ariño Gil and Gurt Esparraguera, ‘Catastros romanos’; Ariño Gil and Chávez Álvarez, ‘La estructuración’.
Arce Martínez, ‘Conslusión’; Cepas Palanca, Crisis y continuidad.
Martínez Jiménez and Tejerizo García, ‘Central places’. This, of course, is a pattern common across
the West, not only to the Hispanic provinces: Ward-Perkins, ‘The cities’.
Ollich Castanyer et al., ‘The Southern Carolingian frontier’.
García de Castro and Ríos González, ‘El origen de Oviedo’; again, with a caveat Moreno Martín,
‘Circulación de modelos’.
Acién Almansa, ’Madinat al-Zahra’; Toral-Niehoff and León Muñoz, ‘Cordoba’, 142–144.
Valor Piechotta, Sevilla almohade.
de Tomás Medina, ‘El origen’; Ferrer, ‘Una fundación’.
Martínez Lemoine, ‘The classical model’; Smith, ‘Colonial towns’.
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represent the evolution of civic communities and changes in their perception of their
own urban environment.
In late antiquity and the early Middle Ages there was a number of changes that
modified pre-existing urban configurations that altered the layout of local cognitive
maps. These new developments and expectations had a direct impact on the evolution
of the grid. War and insecurity made more manageable and defensible reduced wall
enclosures a necessity in many sites. This prompted the relegation of previously
intramural areas to new suburbs. The reduction of civic councils and the centralisation
of power in designated bureaucrats rather than elected magistrates made fora as
places of assembly redundant, facilitating their encroachment and the dismantling of
its decorations. Christianity introduced a new cult that needed its own urban space,
and because of their original circumstances, these places of cult emerged first in the
old extramural necropoleis. Even the changes in burial patterns from cremation in
roadside necropoleis to inhumation graveyards forced changes in the ways cities were
understood and perceived.42 All of these elements affected the way in which urban
layouts evolved beyond the grid with encroachments, dismantling of old buildings
and the development of new, off-alignment streets.

Encroachment
The occupation of public spaces with private buildings has usually been seen as one
of the main causes for the end of wide and rectilinear streets, the end of the grid and
the decline of the classical city. While this is generically termed ‘encroachment’, this
is a phenomenon which covers many different actions: from temporary structures
and stalls (for markets, shops or even games) to solid masonry constructions (Fig.
12.6a and b).43
Encroachment, in any case, is not necessarily unique to late antiquity. Neither
is encroachment a necessary marker of civic decline, because it seems that in the
most blatant examples of private constructions on public spaces, urban authorities
must have been involved. The construction of churches and episcopal complexes
blocking streets, reusing forum spaces or spectacle buildings (as is the case in
Valencia, Barcelona, Córdoba, Tarragona and Mérida),44 must have happened with the
collaboration and willingness of urban councils. The construction of late antique civic
buildings (as the palaces of Córdoba or Mérida)45 or the use of other public structures
42
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Esmonde Cleary, The Roman West; Kulikowski, Late Roman Spain; Martínez Jiménez et al., The Iberian
Peninsula, 153–168.
Ruiz Bueno, ‘La ocupación de pórticos’. More generally described in Jacobs, ‘Late antique
encroachment’.
Bosch Puche et al., ‘La transformació’; Beltrán de Heredia, ‘Continuity and change’; Löx, ‘The urban
centre’; Sastre de Diego, Mérida; Sastre de Diego and Alba Calzado, ‘Bajo la protección’. As for Córdoba,
the currently ongoing reassessment of unpublished excavations under and around the mosque is
unearthing similar Visigothic Street occupations: Ruiz Bueno, Topografía.
Mateos Cruz and Sastre de Diego, ‘Elementos arquitectónicos’; Murillo Redondo et al., ‘La transición’.

Figure 12.6. a) temporary encroachment on the streets of Arles; b) permanent occupation of street
porticoes in sixth-century Mérida (J. Martínez Jiménez).
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for fortifications (as the castrum arenarum of Nîmes or the circus of Valencia)46 would
also have received the local council’s approval. Furthermore, it is possible that
municipal authorities benefited from these usurpations through fees and fines.47
The degree of involvement and regulation of councils in domestic encroachments
is more difficult to assess, especially in later centuries where the evidence is thinner
and council power dwindled.48 The occupation of the street porticoes by rich, wealthy
domūs in fourth-century Mérida or fifth-century Seville (occupations which stuck
very clearly to the edge of the portico and not extended beyond the eaves line)49 were
probably regulated and controlled. It is more difficult to judge if this was the case for
the dwellings built in the sixth century in the imperial cult complex of Mérida, the
circus of Valencia or the theatre of Cartagena.50
Encroachment, moreover, happens within the grid and, as a result, it respects
pre-existing alignments (to an extent). Visigothic episcopal complexes and urban
churches like those listed earlier, for instance, are all built respecting the orientation
of pre-existing roads and buildings, even if they block roads or extend onto open
areas. Although by the seventh century an eastern orientation towards the Roman
equinox had become the liturgical norm for churches,51 respecting alignments took
precedence.52 This might show underlining views of the grid as a defining element
of the city or a degree of regard towards municipal statutes, but there are practical
issues that prompt this respect. The occupation of streets, the extension of façades,
and the construction of structures on open areas happened by abutting and adding
to standing structures that followed the original orientation. In those places where
Roman water works like aqueducts and sewers were still working (Valencia, Barcelona,
Mérida, Tarragona, Córdoba, Seville, etc.), it also made sense to respect the streets
under which these services ran (Fig. 12.7).53
In fact, until the eighth century there are no examples of Roman buildings
completely levelled in order to build purposefully off the grid. The Great Mosque of
Córdoba, first built in the 780s, allegedly on top of a pre-existing Christian structure,54
is built following the original grid alignment (Fig. 12.8). Perhaps the fact that the lower
46
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Julian of Toledo, Historia Wambae Regis 18; Ribera Lacomba and Rosselló Mesquida, ‘La ocupación’.
Martínez Jiménez, ‘Municipal economies’ and Jacobs, ‘Late antique encroachment’.
On the end of councils, see Curchin, ‘Curials’, but this supposed end of councils did not imply an end
of municipal administration: bishops and centrally-appointed figures like the count were involved
in local government.
Alba Calzado, La vivienda en Emerita durante la antigüedad tardía: propuesta de un modelo para
Hispania; García Vargas, ‘La Sevilla tardoantigua’.
Mateos Cruz et al., ‘Un tesoro de tremises’; Ribera Lacomba and Rosselló Mesquida, ‘La ocupación’;
Vizcaíno Sánchez, ‘Ad pristinum decus’.
Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae, 15.4.7. Cf. González García and Belmonte, ‘The orientation’.
This is comparable to other urban churches of late antique date in Gaul: Guyon and Heijmans,
L’Antiquité tardive.
Even if by then access was probably quite complicated. Martínez Jiménez, Aqueducts and Urbanism;
Ruiz Bueno, ‘La desarticulación’.
This is, however, debatable: Arce Sainz, ‘La supuesta basílica’.
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Figure 12.7. Plan of Barcelona with a superimposed Roman grid. 1) forum, 2) aqueduct, 3) episcopal
complex, 4) Carolingian basilica of Saint Justus and Pastor.

city grid follows the slope towards the river on a north-west–south-east axis which
is not far off the true qibla explains this respect for the surrounding environment.55
This compares drastically with the mosque of Zaragoza, built slightly earlier on the
old forum square (Fig. 12.9). It is unclear what (if any) post-Roman buildings existed
there, but the mosque was built over part of the forum portico and off the main grid
alignment to fit the right qibla.56 In Valencia, which might have been largely levelled
after the Berber revolts of the late-eighth century, the ninth-century settlement was
built on top of the old Roman grid, respecting very roughly the original alignments,
even if the mosque was erected oriented to the qibla (Fig. 12.10).57 In Carmona,
recent analysis of the evolution of the town plan have also shown that new axes
connecting mosques with main roads developed in the Islamic period, but these were
modifications of the Roman grid.58
55
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It does not follow a supposed Damascene Umayyad alignment, as traditional Spanish scholarship has
fabricated: King, ‘The enigmatic orientation’.
Hernández Vera, ‘La mezquita aljama’.
Cf. Coscollá Sanz, La Valencia Musulmana, 73–78; Ribera Lacomba, ‘Origen i desevolupament’.
Galera Navarro et al., Memoria.
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Figure 12.8. Plan of the Roman grids of Córdoba with later Umayyad modifications, based on (Murillo
Redondo, León Muñoz and Castro, fig. 248). 1) Forum; 2) spectacle buildings; 3) temple; 4) Cercadillia
complex (tetrarchic); 5) Visigothic civil palace (later Umayyad); 6) Great Mosque (over Visigothic
episcopal complex?); 7) Šaqunda suburb (J. Martínez Jiménez).

The construction of new buildings on previously public space inevitably altered
the aesthetics of the grid, in some places making it almost unrecognisable (as in
Córdoba), but in most examples (Barcelona, Valencia, Mérida, Lugo, Zaragoza, etc.)
the original street layout is still visible. The general rule had always been, in any case,
to preserve the main roads because they were the main axes.59 In fact, what distorts
most original grids is not encroachment itself, but rather the introduction of new
axes and new urban priorities.

New foci and new axes
Roman grids focused the main buildings in or around the central square. This
centralised the ‘hot spots’ of the communal cognitive maps in one place, so that the
city’s activities largely revolved around these civic and religious centres. Of course,
59

Ruiz Bueno, ‘La ocupación de pórticos’.
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Figure 12.9. Plan of Zaragoza. 1) forum; 2) theatre; 3) mosque (J. Martínez Jiménez).

there were always outlying landmarks like spectacle buildings and roadside necropoleis
(grabenstraße), but these were usually found along the main axes, making navigation
and conceptualising the city easy. In late antiquity, as briefly introduced earlier, this
focal emphasis was disrupted when new landmarks became more prominent, shifting
the focus away from forum areas.
By the fifth century, the emergence of Christian martyrial shrines outside the
city walls shifted the religious weight of the urban community to the suburb. These
new ‘hot spots’ in the cognitive map became increasingly central, to the point that
new suburban settlements began to cluster around them, most famously in Córdoba,
Mérida and Tarragona. In some extreme cases, as happened with Complutum, the
suburb around the martyrial shrine of Saints Justus and Pastor became the core of
the modern city of Alcalá de Henares, while the old Roman settlement lies now in the
outskirts.60 These suburbs distorted the previous city and suburb settlement pattern,
but these new suburbs also disrupted the urban grid, because the new buildings were
60

Rascón Marqués and Sánchez Montes, ‘Complutum tardoantiguo’.
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Figure 12.10. Plan of Valencia, based on Machancoses López, Topografía Urbana, fig. 176. 1) forum;
2) circus; 3) cathedral; 4) mosque; 5) alcázar (J. Martínez Jiménez).

more likely to coordinate their alignment with that of the shrine (which was focal for
their settlement) than to the grid of the intramural city.61 Archaeoastronomical surveys
of late antique basilicas show that most of these churches were oriented towards key
liturgical ephemerides (including, but not limited to, the Roman equinox), although
other pre-existing features also predetermined the alignment of these new churches.62
In the sixth century, a number of churches were established inside the city walls
(sometimes relocating the episcopal complex away from the suburb). This coincided
with a moment when the Visigothic monarchy established new administrative
buildings of its own. While these new buildings were sometimes on forum areas, this
was not always the case. The importance of these buildings seems to be one of the
reasons behind the clustering or intramural settlement around them.63 In the case of
61
62

63

Cf. Smith, ‘Form and meaning’.
Spinazzè, ‘The alignment’, 457; this is clearly seen in Mérida and Tarragona: González García and
Costa Ferrer, ‘The diachronic study’; Dupré Raventós, L’anfiteatre. Cf. alignments in Britain: Hoare and
Sweet, ‘The orientation’; Sassin Allen, ‘Church orientation’.
Although other elements, such as improved defences or access to water also explain this: Martínez
Jiménez, Aqueducts and Urbanism, 74–83.
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Braga, the settlement shifted away from the Roman civic centre to the hill where the
cathedral was built.64 A similar transformation happened in Córdoba and Tarragona
(which was, furthermore, in a more defendable location).65 In all cases, this affected
the old grid layout.
In the gridded Roman city, communal ‘hot spots’ were centred around the forum,
or connected to it with streets as part of the original design, but the late antique
relocation of these main places prompted the reconfiguration of cognitive maps,
prompting new ways of understanding the urban space.66 Furthermore, in late
antiquity these places were usually connected by civic parades (adventus) and religious
processions.67 Thus, these main streets became important performative spaces and
essential in the understanding of the urban area. 68 The relocation of market activities
away from fora to streets could be connected to this (as it is well-known in Munigua).69
In many cases, these mental connections between the new, de-centralised, ‘hot
spots’ were turned in the early Middle Ages into new streets that underlined the
importance of these axial understandings of the city.70
These new axes that disregard the grid are better seen in the Umayyad period.
In Córdoba, for example (Fig. 12.8), the apparently random and uncoordinated
abandonment of the Roman grid has a clear rationale behind it, with main axes
connecting the key elements of the city,71 which by then were the city gates and the
palace-mosque complex.72 Similar new axes appear in Mérida and Zaragoza, two cities
that otherwise preserve the Roman grid remarkably well. In the latter (Fig. 12.9), a
new diagonal street connects the aforementioned mosque with the southern gate (to
Toledo and Córdoba). In the former, the new axes are more pronounced (Fig. 12.11).
The construction of a new citadel to impose a strict military control over the rebellious
Visigothic locals was accompanied by the development of two new diagonal roads
that connected the alcazaba with the gates going north (to León and the Christian
border) and north-east (to Toledo and the Middle March).73
But in Mérida there is a diagonal route that links the Saint Eulalia suburban
complex with Saint Andrew’s intramural church, going through one of the main
city gates and the old forum and its Visigothic administrative buildings (Fig.
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
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Fontes et al., ‘A cidade de Braga’.
Bosch Puche et al., ‘La transformació’; Murillo Redondo et al., ‘La transición’; Ruiz Bueno, Topografía.
Cepelewicz, ‘Goals and rewards’.
Dey, The Afterlife. For specific Iberian examples, we know of processions in sixth-century Zaragoza,
Gregory of Tours, Historiae, 5.4, and the seventh-century triumphal adventus of King Wamba, Historia
Wambae Regis 30; Dey, The Afterlife, 156–157.
Martínez Jiménez, ‘Urban identity’, 101.
Ruiz Bueno, ‘La ocupación de pórticos’.
Cf. Rapoport, Human Aspects, 142–148.
The currently ongoing reassessment of 1930s excavations is showing that there might have been a
porticated road that linked, already in the seventh century, the Visigothic palace and the episcopal
complex, Ruiz Bueno, ‘Transformaciones en la topografia’.
Murillo Redondo et al., ‘La transición’, 525–527.
Alba Calzado, ‘Secuencias’; Sastre de Diego and Alba Calzado, ‘Bajo la protección’.
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Figure 12.11. Plan of Mérida, including off-grid main axes, based on Alba Calzado, Secuencias en
la transformación de Augusta Emerita, fig. 8. 1) forum, incl. Visigothic administrative building;
2) imperial cult complex; 3) entertainment complex; 4) St. Eulalia; 5) ‘xenodochium’; 6) Cathedral; 7)
St. Andrew; 8) alcazaba.

12.11). A similar route, but less clearly off the grid might have connected Saint
Eulalia with the cathedral, while a Roman street connected the cathedral with
Saint Andrew. These Christian axes are important because from seventh-century
written sources we know of religious processions connecting the various shrines
of the Visigothic city.74 Archaeological evidence is limited, but it is likely that the
diagonal street from Saint Eulalia to Saint Andrew is of Visigothic origin and part
of the new conceptualising of the city.

New concept cities?
This importance of the axis development over the grid (which offered the chance
to connect key elements of cities which were no longer clustered, and that offered
74

Vitae Sanctorum Patrum Emeritensium, 5.3.12 and 5.11.2: ‘when at Easter you have celebrated mass as
usual in the Senior Church and after the mass, as is the custom, go in procession singing psalms with
all the Catholic people to the basilica of Saint Eulalia’; cf. Dey, The Afterlife, 152–153.
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the aesthetic advantage of providing vistas) is so characteristic of the late antique
urban ideal that new urban foundations of this period adopted linear patterns. This
is something that had already begun in the fourth century in the eastern empire,75
which underlines the fact that the shift from grid to axis is a far more complex issue.
Of the Visigothic new foundations, only two are known archaeologically to be really
urban: Reccopolis and Eio (both dated to the late sixth century).76
The excavator of Reccopolis, Lauro Olmo, has already underlined how the city
fits within ideas of emulation and imitation of Byzantine urban patterns and that,
conceptually, Reccopolis mirrors the axial development of Constantinople. In both
cases there is a main axis that leads from the gate, becoming the principal commercial
street that leads through a monumental archway into the palace complex (Fig. 12.12).
The buildings of this partially-excavated city, as can be reconstructed from the
geophysical survey, come out at right angles from the main street, which follows the
contour lines, giving a clear impression of a pre-arranged urbanism, even without
a grid, but creating an intentional view of the palace along it.77 The importance of
this axial development in a royal foundation, named after the king’s son, responds as
much to the late antique importance of adventus-style ceremonies as a royal display of
power, as it does to the relevance of commercial streets rather than market squares.78
The street grid might be absent, but most buildings seem to be coordinated to an
overall plan (as part of the original design), with one very telling exception.79 The
basilica located in the palace complex is at a marked angle to the rest of the structures,
which probably means that it is aligned to a specific astronomical ephemeris.80 Perhaps
the fact that it was established on a new foundation meant that the planners were
willing to abide by religious demands without the constraining limitations of preexisting structures. In Justiniana Prima, a comparable sixth-century foundation by
Justinian in the Balkans, the churches also appear aligned off the main axis, even
when other non-religious buildings follow said orientation.81
In Eio, it is possible that a similar axial development existed, linking the gate with
the episcopal complex and the citadel. The axis similarly follows the contour lines,
but too little is known about the site to discuss the layout of secondary streets.82 A
similar large-scale building coordination (rather than orthogonal planning) can be
seen in the excavations of the royal suburb of Toledo: the praetorium suburbanum at
75
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See Rizos, this volume.
For Reccopolis see Henning et al., ‘Reccopolis revealed’; for Eio/El Tolmo, Abad Casal et al., ’Una ciudad
en el camino’. Although these two were not the only examples of Visigothic new cities: Martínez
Jiménez et al., The Iberian Peninsula, 173–178.
Henning et al., ‘Reccopolis revealed’; Olmo Enciso, ‘Recópolis’.
Dey, The Afterlife, 60–61, 147–148.
That is, ignoring the structure that appears off the grid in the north-west corner of the geophysical
survey. Its preliminary interpretation as a mosque would need to be backed by excavation data.
González García and Belmonte, ‘The orientation’.
Ivanišević, ‘Main patterns’.
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Figure 12.12. Plan of Reccopolis, including the preliminary interpretations of the geophysical surveys
(Henning et al., ‘Reccopolis revealed’, fig. 3).

the site of Vega Baja, where the excavations have unearthed various buildings orderly
clustering around the supposed palace.83
In the case of new Umayyad foundations, the apparent chaotic street network
is better understood when thinking, again, in terms of axes rather than expecting
grids. While we can only assume that the Visigothic allocation of plots in the new
foundations was done on an individual basis (as the coordination of the domestic plots
suggests) the Umayyad settlements appear to have been populated tribally, assigning
urban sectors to groups.84 The ninth-century foundation of Murcia, for example,
was built in order to re-settle the rebellious Visigothic inhabitants of Eio. Here, the
focus of the settlement was on the street that connected the main gate to Córdoba
with the citadel and the principal mosque. Because the urban plots were designed to
contain gardens and pens (and because they were allotted to kin groups rather than
individually), the settlement was originally not dense or evenly distributed. Because
of this, there was less pressure to coordinate the alignment of buildings, so by the
time the walled enclosure was fully built, all traces of a coordinated allotment had
83
84

See Olmo Enciso, ‘La Vega Baja’, but with caveats: Moreno Martín, ‘Circulación de modelos’.
The anthropotoponyms associated in the sources to the suburbs of Córdoba would suggest this:
Murillo Redondo et al., ‘La transición’.
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Figure 12.13. Reconstructed plan of Vascos; from Sánchez et al., ‘Implementation of GIS’, fig. 2.

disappeared.85 This same pattern of axes connecting gates, mosques and citadel with
a seemingly chaotic distribution of the space is seen in the tenth-century garrison
85

Navarro Palazón and Jiménez Castillo, ‘Murcia omeya’.
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city of Vascos, where geophysics have revealed a dense settlement articulated along
the main routes (Fig. 12.13).86
It could be argued that grid-less developments of this period were the result of
organic growth or rapid settlement (as perhaps was the case of the new Umayyad
suburb of Šaqunda, opposite Córdoba).87 But in most cases we find that these were
new foundations done directly by the central state. In the case of Eio, the masterplan
for the city was chiselled down on the bedrock before the construction began – these
cities were not done in a rush or without order (founding a new city without it is
impossible). The choice to follow axial arrangements rather than a grid distribution
shows that the ideals of the city in the early Middle Ages had changed from those of
classical antiquity; both the settlers and the designers had different expectations of
what a city should look like and what it should have. The grid was a cultural choice
that did not fit the needs of this period.

Conclusions
To an extent, modern scholarship has moved on from equating gridded settlements
with civilisation or urbanity (and diffusionism and colonialism),88 but there are still
two points where the weight of these visions of the Roman grid still loom large in
Iberian studies. The first one is in the Iron Age, where local (non-Roman) settlements,
regardless of the degree of internal organisation and civic bodies (and even the
presence of grids), are seen as proto-urban oppida.89 The other is in late antiquity,
where the disregard shown towards foundational grids becomes the basis of the
end of civilised urban life or worse: the imposition of an oriental, chaotic (inferior)
system. Once we admit that the gridded city is not the only valid form of urbanising
a settlement and that the grid was just a tool, we might be able to understand the
clear difference between city (urbs) and city (civitas) that was so patently obvious for
the ancients.90
As a tool (as a system of land distribution), the grid plays a main role in the early
stages of a city. As such, the grid is closely linked to the cosmovision of the original
founders. But these perceptions and associated meanings change, and we cannot
expect them to be eternal.91 In their two thousand years of history, Roman grids in the
Iberian Peninsula have had time to change and to be changed according to the shifting
priorities of the inhabitants. They were essential at first, normal later, only to become
86
87

88
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Izquierdo Benito, ‘Una ciudad’; Sánchez et al., ‘Implementation of GIS’.
The name of the suburb is the Arabisation of Corduba Secunda or ‘Second Córdoba’. Casal García,
‘Características generales’, cf. Navarro Palazón and Jiménez Castillo, ‘Algunas reflexiones’.
Cf. Stanislawski, ‘The origin’, 108; King, Urbanism, Colonialism, 13–31.
Laurence, ‘Modern ideology’, 9.
Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae, 15.2.1: Nam urbs ipsa moenia sunt, civitas autem non saxa, sed habitatores
vocantur = ‘while the city [urbs] itself is the walls, but the inhabitants and not the stones are called
the city [civitas]’.
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unnecessary and then relevant again. In the same way that the forceful removal of
statues (so prominent at the time of writing of this paper, thinking in particular of
Edward Colston’s statue in Bristol) is modifying the way urban communities want
their city to be understood today, the distortion of the grid is one of the ways in
which cities changed in the past. This physical transformation was the reflection of
changes in community priorities and values, the result of changes in the way cities
were conceived and navigated. Urban communities have always lived (and still do
so) in a dialectical relationship with their built environment, because the community
defines itself based on it, but urban communities also modify the environment so it
fits as group definitions evolve. Preserving, ignoring or venerating the grid is only a
matter of cultural choice.
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